Singapore Management University’s Strategy and Organisation Group in the Lee Kong Chian School of Business seeks applications for tenure-track positions (all ranks) starting in July 2012. Applicants should be productive researchers in the broadly defined areas of Strategic Management, International Business, Entrepreneurship or Macro-organizational Theory. Working conditions and compensation are competitive with major research universities in the United States. Entry level positions have a reduced teaching load of three sections, generally taught in one term.

About the Strategy and Organisation Group: The Strategy and Organisation Group currently has 24 tenure-track and practice-track faculty members from 13 different nationalities. They conduct high-quality research in the areas of Strategic Management, International Business, Entrepreneurship, Macro-organisational Theory, and Technology and Innovation Management leading to publications in top research journals. Senior faculty members include Howard Thomas, Toru Yoshikawa, Ted Tschang and James Robins among others. Additional information about the group is available at: http://www.business.smu.edu.sg/disciplines/strategy_organisation/index.asp

About Singapore Management University and the Lee Kong Chian School of Business: Singapore Management University was launched as Singapore’s first privately-managed university in collaboration with Pennsylvania University’s Wharton School over a decade ago. SMU’s vision is to be a premier university, internationally recognised for its world class research and distinguished teaching. Today, SMU is home to about 7,000 students and 300 faculty members and comprises of six schools. The Lee Kong Chian School of Business is the largest school, and is home to more than 3,000 students and over 100 full-time faculty members. The school has undergraduate, graduate professional (including an MBA and EMBA programmes), and research programmes.

Application procedure and deadline: Candidates should be prepared to submit a full application by 1 November 2011 consisting of: (1) a letter with their research and teaching statement, (2) a CV, (3) samples of research, (4) evidence of teaching ability, and (5) three letters of reference. All application materials to be send to managementcv@smu.edu.sg a subject “tenure-track application”. Applications after the deadline will be considered if the position is still available. Please direct any queries to the recruitment coordinator, Toru Yoshikawa (toru@smu.edu.sg).

Conference interviews: Interviews will be conducted at both the Academy of International Business Meeting in Nagoya, and the Academy of Management Meeting in San Antonio. Candidates interested in being interviewed at the AIB meeting, should send a detailed CV (including the names of three references) and an expression of interest by 10 June 2011. Candidates interested in being interviewed at the AOM meeting should send a detailed CV (including the names of three references) and an expression of interest by 20 July 2011.